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LAW STUDENTS’ EDITION

VOL. XXI

The Montana Kaimin
STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1921.

NO. 23.

DANCE CLASSIC OF SEASON
LAW FACDLTY ON
LAW SCHOOL WILL HAVE ITS
PAR WITH REST
WILL BE HELD NEXT FRIDAY
OWN UTILE HOME NEXT YEAR
Library to be Remodeled for
Exclusive Use of Barristers
—Bean Leaphart Optomistic.

DEBATE BETWEEN
MONT. AND CANADA

PLAN PUBLICATION
STATE LAW REVIEW First International Clash
Assured Missoula by Tele
gram From University of
Law Library Is Equiped for
British Columbia.
Research Work— Notables
Listed on Lecture Staff.
NEW MEN SELECTED
BY DEBATING FRAT
By Dean C. W . Leaphart.
Many things long hoped for by the
law school have or are about to some
to pass. Foremost among these is Three Girls on Eligible List
a building for the school. Two years
— Tenative Schedule Hea
before the outbreak o f the war such
viest in History of Mon
a building was promised upon a con
tana.
tingency and before that contingency
had come to pass war was upon us.
Next fall the law school will move out
An international debate, the first
o f the basement and take the present
library building for its quarters. The to be held in the state o f Montana,
building will be remodeled to suit is practically assured in a telegram
the needs o f the school.
received yesterday by Professor Free
During the past year considerable man from the University o f British
additions have been made to the li Columbia, requesting the latter to
brary. The addition o f the English [ submit terms for a forensic clash be
reports has made the library a work tween the two schools.
able one for purposes o f research
The wire comes in reply to a tel
and investigation and has overcome a I egram sent recently by Montana’ s
handicap under which the law school; debate instructor, suggesting that the
has labored. Besides all the leading debate he held in Missoula, and is
digests, encyslopedias, text books, regrarded as a virtual acceptance of
etc., the school o f law now contains! Montana’ s challenge.
The subject
the reporter system complete and the and date will be announced later.
state reports o f all the states o f the!
Nine prospective debaters were
union with the exception o f Minne guests of Tau Kappa Alpha (which
sota, South Carolina and Arkansas, organization is handling debate at the
up to the reporter system. The li university this year), at a dinner
brary at present compares very favor given Sunday evening at the Tavern
ably with many older schools.
cafe. Tw o o f these men, Ray Nagle
Other Schools Want Profs.
and John W. Mahan, are experienced
T h e law school has succeeded dur-1 debaters, the latter having competed
ing the year in holding its present' with the Montana State college
staff of teachers in competition with! against the varsity last year. The
many of the older universities o f the other men are freshmen, most of
middle west and under such circum whom have had experience in high
stances as to show that there is reas schoool. They are:
onable certainty o f being able to keep I Archie Blair, George Boldt, R ay
the present staff intact.
mond Garver, Chester Watson, C. T.
In addition to the work o f the pres Anderson, George Bargen and Russel
ent staff, arrangements have been Stark.
made for lectures by leading m embers. In addition three girls, Lois James,
of the bench and bar o f Montana, j Mary Blaisdell and Olive McKay,
During the year 1921-22 the following showed up well in the try-outs and
men will address the law school:
! will be eligible for collegiate debate.
The Hon. Theodore Brantly, chief;
A t present there are eight letter
justice of the supreme court o f Mon-1 men in school, all of whom will be
tana; Hon. J. B. Leslie, judge of the: out for places on the teams. They
district court, Great Falls, Montana;! are;
Hon. Albert P. Stark, judge o f the j
William Jameson, Oakley Coffee,
district court, Livingston, Montana; i Kenneth Murphy; Russel Niles, Del
William Scallon; M. S. Gunn; E d ; bert Cauley, Neal McKain, Mat Pierce
Toomey,
tatorney-at-law,
Helena, and Arthur Redding.
Montana; W . M. Johnston, attorneyThe schedule has not been com(Continued on Page Eight.)

. (Continued on Page Eight.)*I

CAMPUS WOBBUES FLOURISH
UNDER GUISE OF GREEK FRAT
Activities of Alleged Journ
alists Revealted — Scherck
Wilson, Higbee, Kain,
Wear I. W. W. Pledge Pin.

thing and maintained that too many
things that happen over there are
covered. I is high time that some
one lift the lid and let some o f the
students in. on the scandal, was my
contention. So I put on some old
clothes, purchased a set o f long
SIGMA DELTA CHI IS
whiskers and an I. W . W. Pledge pin
INFANT OF KLU KLUX and advanced on the haven of the
slander slingers.
“ Vive La Bergdoil.”
Caranza, Lenine, Ponzi and I was met at the door and asked
Arbuckle Honary Members to give the countersign. I did so by
of Local Burglar Society. saying “ Vive La Bergdoll” and the
secret motto “ lake Wiske W owis”
meaning
“ Impede
Progressive
I was delegated by our worthy Wheels.” Having been admitted, I
editor to “-cover” the journalism became very attentive to everything
shanty and give a true and just re that was going on around me. I
port of the conditions as they how
(Continued on Page Eight.)
exist. I objected to “ covering” any

All Experienced in the Prac
tice and Teaching of Law
— Whitlock Oldest— Colvin
Latest.

-o

|Lawyers Will Be Hosts at
I Dance at Union Hall—
LAW SCHOOL HAS
University ..and-.-TownsE HlulUKY people Invited.
n ifiT n n u

The present staff o f the University
Law School is composed o f five mem Instituted in 1911 — Three' FLOWERS AND TAXIS
bers, all of whom have had experi
PUT ON BLACK LIST
Members Aded to Faculty
ence in the practice as well as the
in 1914— Older Men First
teachng o f law. Tw o are graduates
Students.
o f the Harvard law school, two of
Aesthetic Decorations, Sheri
the Chicago law school, and one of
dan’s Orchester and Im
the Yale law school. All are thor
ported Irish Punch Fea
oughly equipped by training and ex EVERY MALE STUDENT
tures.
ENLISTED DURING WAR
perience for their work in the teach
ing of law.
Whitlock Oldest Member.
(University students congregating at
In point of service Professor A. N. Graduates Making Good—
Whitlock is the oldest member of
Library Now Has 9,000 the Union hall on the evening of D e
the staff. Professor Whitlock was
Volumes — Changes in cember 2 will do so with a feeling
one of the two men who opened the
Faculty.
o f fellowship that is felt only once
law school in the fall o f 1911 and has
each year. They will gather there
been associated with the school con
with but one idea, that of having a
tinuously since that time. H e is a
The present law school has existed
good time. All restraint, prejudices
graduate o f the University of Ken
tucky with the degrees o f A. B. and as a department o f the State Uni and differences are forgotten and the
A M. B efore taking his course in versity o f Montana since September idea o f a good time pervades the at
law he was principal o f the Caldwell 11, 1911. Provision for the estab mosphere, fo r on that night the law
high school at Richmond, Kentucky, lishment of this school was made by students will be hosts to the student
and assistant in English at the Uni the Twelfth legislative assembly dur body and the Missoula County Bar
versity of Kentucky. He was admitted ing the summer o f 1911 and accord association.
On this occasion the lawyers are
to the bar in Kentucky in 1909, and) ing to the terms of this act the new
in 1911 received his LI. B. from Har State University law school was to willing to grant (only for the one
vard. In 1914 Professor Whitlock offer a course extending over three evening, however) that the journal
was made dean o f the University of years, with the requirements for ad ists and the Jewish engineers are
Montana law school and served in mission very similar to those now in their equals.
The lawyers, being above all prac
that capacity until 1919, when the effect. The degree o f bachelor of
pressure o f his active practice forced laws might be obtained by those suc tical men, have determined that any
thing
in the least calculated to make
him to resign as dean.
The law cessfully completing the prescribed
school is fortunate, however, in that course o f study but that degree did a show is entirely out o f place and
he continued his regular teaching not then— as is the case at the pres in order to eliminate anything of the
duties.
ent time— admit a graduate o f the sort have gone on record as being
Dean Leap hart.
larw school to practice in our state. opposed to flowers. The use o f taxis
Dean C . W . Leaphart was first Section 6382, Revised Codes of Mon will he discouraged as much as pos
associated with the school as profes tana, provided for a strict written sible, the idea being to have a good
sor o f law in 1913. Dean Leaphart and oral examination of each applicant time and not to afford an opportunity
to show o ff for the benefit o f the
received his bachelor’s degree from for admission to the Montana bar.
ladies.
the University of Missouri in 19061
Dark Hole of Calputta.
T he annual Barristers’ Ball is
and his masters’ degree in 1908. He
Instruction in the new law school
then taught German, Latin, and His-t began at 8:30 a. m., Wednesday, Sep the one big social event o f the year
tory in the Greenville, Miss., high i tember 13, 1911, in the two rooms at which everyone has “ the best time
school, and for one year was assistant on the upper floor of University hall, I ever had.” Everyone Who goes, and
professor o f Greek and Latin at Ken now used by the art department. there are few who can resist, does so
tucky State University. In 1912 he These quarters were promptly named with the idea of having a good time
completed his law course at Harvard, the ‘.‘Hark Hole of Calcutta” by the and no one is ever disappointed. Even
coming to the University of Montant 20 students who composed the first the most reserved and backward roll
up their sleeves and wade in to have
law school in the fall o f 1913. I n ! student body.
1916 Professor Leaphart resigned to
John B. Clayberg, LI. B „ (Mich a “ rip-snorting’ ’times.
The first annual Barristers’ Ball
accept a similar position in Tulnne igan), was appointed honorary dean
University and the following year and professor of Montana code prac is still the talk o f the campus and
taught at the University o f Missouri tice and mining and irrigation law. those who failed to attend have been
law school. He returned to Montana Henry W. Ballantine, A. B., LI. B., bemoaning their lamentable fate ever
as dean o f the law school at the op (H arvard), was acting dean and pro since, and have determined never to
ening of the fall quarter in 1919.
fessor o f law, and Albert N. W hit miss another one.
The law studentshave made more
Pope’s Record.
lock, A. M., LI. B., (H arvard), was
■ Professor Walter L. Pope joined elected assistant professor o f law. In elaborate preparations this year than
the law school faculty in 1916, com  glancing over the first bulletin o f the even before. The committees have
ing to Montana from the University law schoool we find that in all thirty- been working fo r over six weeks and
of Nebraska, where he was assistant two courses were offered during the are determined that the second an
professor o f law. Mr. Pope gradu two semesters, thus making it appar- nual Barristrs’ Ball shall go down in
ated from the University of Nebraska
(Continued on Page Eight.)
in 1909, and received the degree of
(Continued on Page Eight.)
'
J. D. from the University of Chi
cago law school in 1912. He then en
gaged in active practice in Lincoln,
Nebraska, from June, 1912, until
August, 1916. During the years 1913
to 1916 be was also assistant profes
sor o f law at the University o f Ne
braska. Professor Pope has taught
continuously at Montana since 1916,
with the exception of a part o f 191819, when he was in the officers’ train
ing camp at Camp Taylor, Kentucky.
Simes Taught at Missoula High.
Professor Lewis M. Simes is also
a graduate of the University of Chi
cago law school, receiving his J. D.
degree in 1914. Prior to that time
he had graduated from the Southwest
“ Finis Montana!”
at 86 bucks a year, or 16 smacks
ern University in Kansas, and had
foT students conducting their own
“ China bound!”
received the degree o f Ph. B. from
These
and
like
assertions
emerged
mess.
This includes room, light, hot
the University of Chicago.
From
1910 to 1917 Mr. Simes was instructor from, the cigarette inhaling cohorts water and S E R V A N T S ????
Classes in this Oriental college be
in the high schools of Ashland, Kan of the library steps, following the
sas, McPherson, Kansas, and Mis arrival yesterday of a circular from gin, reasonably, at 4:30 p. m. and
soula, Montana, From 1917 to 1919 the law school of the Soochow uni end, conveniently, at 7 :30 p. m. ,Hot
he was engaged in the active practice versity, 20 Quinsan road, Shanghai, dog!
The crowd on the steps increased,
of law in Missoula, with the exception China.
Not the least enticing of the sev as did their enthusiasm.
Recruits
of five months, when he served in
eral tempting offers set forth in the
booklet was board and room, quoted
(Continued on Page Eight.)
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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L a w y e r s W ou ld Sooner
Go W ith ou t F o o d
Than Drink

Threatened Stampede to Chinese Law
School Halted— Tuition I s- Cheap
But Attendance Costly.

The Kaimln
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the face o f the clock to the wall
the poet, lawyer Plumb the
when she undressed.
labor leader, lawyer Brown,
(Law School Edition)
Yale’s great pulpit devine,
Helen.— ,
each of whom in his field “ Ilel hath no limits, nor is circum
1. No. I don’ t know anything
typifies hundreds of leaders
about him except a lot of stories.
scribed
Published semi-weekly by the Asso
occupying equally responsi In one self-place; for where we are
2. The weather should make no
ciated Students of the State Univer
difference, but be careful and don’ t
is hell
The 1922 Sentinel is now ble .positions, all drawn from
sity. Entered as second-class matter
in the hands of the Junior the lawyer class. This ac And where hell is, there must we catch cold.
at Missoula, Montana, under Act of
3. Beechnuts are fifteen cents
ever be.”
class.
It is our sincere wish counts for the other 82%.
Congress, March 3, 1S79.
a package.
that you grasp the opport There seems to be gained by
Subscription price $2.00 per year.
unity of publishing a book a schooling in the Law a Helen1. G.—I think you did wrong. YouAspiring.—
that
will not only be a tri power for leadership and shouldn’ t have withdrawn from the
1. I do not know how many
Member Pacific Intercollegiate
kisses it takes to get a fraternity
bute to the university, but one success that is as dynamic as
Press Association.
swimming d a s because the article
it
is
certain.
This
is
true
in
pin. Ask Margaret Longeway, she
that you can look back to in
was only writtend in a joking way.
may know.
Editorial S ta ff:
your declining years to re Europe as well as in America,
|2. I don’t think it will do any
2. Yes, it is often customary to
the leaders
Editor-in-Chief............. Donald Carnal fresh your memory on the for there also
good.
wear them underneath your waistin almost very field of ope
Associate Editors................................
best part of your life.
____ Keith Brown, Edwin Blenkner
The allotment of this duty ration are being drawn from Maynhild—
Gussie.—
Sport Editors....... ..............................
1. I saw nothing in the picture
by
the Student body has li the lawyer class— some of
1. Yes they are troublesome.
....Robert Fredrichs, Geo. Brobeck I
them
trained
in
America.
that
you
should
be
ashamed
of.
2. Carry your pockets full o f
Society Editor....................Brice Toole mited the time somewhat so
2.
Yes,
you
have
very
pretty
At
different
times
the
fhose who are in charge.
rocks, and shave the moustache.
hair.
R eporters:
I f this doesn’ t help, ask Brice how
Time is important, but an world has “ closed in” on the
3. So have the other two girls.
Clyde Murphy, Harpole, Reis, Jami early
he manages to keep them antagon
solicitation
should lawyer, but they have been
son, Nagle, Stewart, Howard,
ized.
brine: in much creditable compelled to recall him. It Phil—
Pearce, and Serumgard.
1work considering the number was during one of these
1.
It
is
all
right
to
walk
in
“ close in” reactions that the
Greenough park with a girl, but not
ATHLETICS IN MONTANA. of students on the campus. Mayflower sailed for America
L A W Y E R S SING
at that time o f night.
During the past few years
refusing to take a single law
2. W ait for the full moonn.
HOMECOMING.
E. M. I’ . Keely forecasts a most
Montana has won but little
3. No, I wouldn’ t try it.
Cold was the reception yer on board, but after two
successful season for the University
fame through her athletic
short
years
their
affairs
of
Glee club, nltho the organization will
teams with the exception of given Alumni who returned state were in such a muddle Virginia—
fall much short o f its ultimate pos
baseball. The failure has for last Homecoming. Not that they sent an urgent peti
1. Yes.
sibilities for the reason that the mem
been due to the lack of sup-' only was the Mercury below tion to England for lawyers
2. I noticed the hole in the bers of the Law School association
port of the student body, the zero, but the general greet to come and save them from Aggies pants myself, but. you did have been so occupied with the
wrong in telling people of it.
support of the alumni, and ing was harmoniously chilly, Governmental dissolution.
courses offered in their basement
3. Perphaps, give him until that only a small number of them
the lack of co-operation from and emphatic resolutions
The
great
steel
industry
never
to
return
again
for
the
Spring.
have found time to participate in
the city of Missoula. '
led the industries of America
the practice and proceedure of har
Coach Bierman has been event were made by a num some years ago in a declara
ber
of
old
grads.
mony.
.
fighting against these diffi
tion of independence against Charlie B.—
A
football
game,
of
less
As the club is now composed, it
1. That is not strange. Other
culties for the past three'
lawyers at the wheel and
people have been kicked out too, has about forty voices, o f which the
years. No coach can success- I importance and interest than gave Judge Gary a leave of
W ith
and if you really had as much as Law School furnishes four.
any
on
the
1921
schedule
was
fully overcome such odds and
absence. He was hardly out
you say you did, I would not con the leadership o f these voices and
selected
as
the
main
attrac
win consistently unless he,I
of sight and hearing when sider it a disgrace.
the competent management of William
has the support from the tion. A farce reception, Sing he was frantically recalled
2. No, I wouldn’t write home j J. Jameson, the Varsity Songsters
ing
on
the
Steps
and
an
three important factors men
will entertain the audiences in the
about it.
to save bankruptcy, and the
state with shimmering sound waves
tioned above. If Montana amateur theatrical produc other industries came quick
never before equalled by a similar
has any spirit let it be shown tion, for which they paid the ly back into line.
Azlyn—
1. I don’t know why more aggregation.
by the retention of Coach exhorbitant price of a dollar
President
Wilson
at
the
M r. Kelly sites his own case as a
people don’t go to the Elite unless
Bierman, who is thinking and a half, completed the Versailles Peace Conference
program.
St is because the ball isn’t big precedent for his opinion that it takes
seriously of resigning.
said
he
wished
to
forget
all
a lawyer to render justice to theFor a man without frater
enough.
High School Athletes have
the law he knew and told
2. I wouldn't attempt to say public under the laws which govern
been given little encourage nal affiliations the occasion Lansing and Lloyd George there.
Send a self addressed stamp harmony. He appeared individually
ment, and a matter of fact must have been as enjoyable he would not have the
at a theater in Deer Lodge during
ed envelope.
as
a
funeraAThe
fact
is
many of the stars of our High
the summer o f 1921 as a vocal soloist,
League of Nations tampered
the
whole
affair
was
a
dud.
and in spite of the fact that the ap
Schools in the State regard
with by lawyers. Thru his J. Earle.—
Instead
of
the
indifference
I
pearance was without previous notice
Montana as a secondary
influence every nation re
1. It was all right to take her
that
marked
the
event,
why
I
to himself and without warning to
school. The publicity that
called
the
voice
of
their
law
to the football game if you are
the audience and that his voice had
our
University
receives could not arrangements have yers except Italy, and finally I (serious.
never been cultivated, with the ex
2. I t was perfectly proper, but
comes mostly from athletic been made whereby each he went -home for a lack of f
of a summer fallow during
achievements. Only in the train was met by students hearing. The result was aj to avoid talk you should have ception
the dry season that followed the ex
taken one at the other end of the
instance of the Syracuse- (members of the freshman League of Nations Charter
piration of his term o f office as Yell
car.
Montana game has her fame class possibly) and the re which even its supporters
King, the emotions o f the listeners
E at one meal a day until
been spread throughout the turning Aliumnus escorted in admit is neither scientific | the3. next
were stirred to the depths.
check
comes.
It is conceded that the success o f
country. At the present rate an automobile to his hotel nor legal, and a general peace
the club rests in a large measure upon
of retrogression Montana will or place of stopping? Why treaty that is a poor imita Silent.—
the results of the management which
have to confine athletics to could he not have been fur tion of the failures of previ
1. Perhaps they are getting Jameson applies. It is a problem for
our own state within a few I nished, immediately upon his ous balance of power treat-1 tired o f it.
the manager to keep the thirty-six
arrival, with a card contain ies.
years.
2. Yes, I know of another girl music butchers in the club quiet while
The solution of the prob ing the program of events
that got mad when a fellow tried the four lawyers get a chance to
The
nations
have
learned
the same thing.
lem is to really offer not and free admission to every their lesson and each have
sing. However it is presumed that
only encouragement
but thing scheduled thereon?
sent
their
lawyers
over
to
the slaughter will be stopped. No
WJhy
could
not
a
special
some tangible inducements
more dogs will howl with pain when
America to confer with Cap.section
of
the
bleachers
have
1. Don’t worry.
As long as the Glee club strikes the first note
to the Championship mater
America’s
great
lawyer
she blushes when she passes a p ile; under the leadership -of a mass of
ial which leaves our state been set aside as a mark of Hughes at the present Dis
respect
to
the
students
of
of undressed lumber, she is O. K. j legal talent. Keely is right' when he
every year.
To compete
armament Conference. The
2. Yes, I knew a girl that turned forecasts a successful season.
with other schools offering former years, and a parade or electrical result has been
jobs, scholarships and pre some other stunt pulled off immediate. Every step tak
stige we must offer the same in their honor? Why could en has been logical, com
thing. This takes not only not some attraction, suffici- mon sensed and practical.
time and money but closest j ently enticing to assure the These lawyers do not claim
This Guaranteed S U B M A R I N E
co-operation between the attendance of every student the disarmament conference
Alumni thoughout the state and alumni in town, be ar will at one stroke bring on
C O A T
and our school. If the Alumni ranged to replace the weary the millennium but they do
advise us of the good mater Ireception given yearly at the inspire confidence that the
Is Y o u r s on A p p r o v a l
ial in their locality we should gymnasium which is hardly conference will be a sub
at least be able to offer more large enough to hold the stantial step towards “ the
Durable as Leather, Warmer Than the Average
present
faculty,
say
nothing
•than a mere letter.
peace on earth, good will
Overcoat and as Dry as the Best Raincoat
It is ,time that Montana I of the 1200 students and towards men” prophesied by
T h e ideal co a t fo r sport, stre e t w ea r o r w ork .
W o rn as a m o to r co a t it w ill save y o u r h ig h e r p riced
wake up and show a little graduates?
the GREAT ADVOCATES
cloth es. A u tility co a t fo r fa ll, w in te r o r sp rin g w ear.
Last Homecoming was not two
It w ill appeal to stu den ts, m otorists, d octors, tra in 
life. We have been sleeping
thousand
years
ago.
men,
ch a u ffeu rs, farm ers, ranchers, hunters and g o l f 
I a Homecoming.
(Taken from the address of Milton
since 1915.
ers, o r to any person d e sirin g a neat, ru gged , w arm
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SENTINEL.
Our year book know as the
Sentinel has had a spongy
career. The students of the
last two years have furnish
ed financial moisture to the
extent of three plunks, and
all those had their face
focused dropped another two
washers into the bucket. In
addition to this the A. S. U.
M. was soaked out of another
shower to Cover a deficit of
some $2,500.
The phenomenal absorp
tion of this dew is still unex
plained. The dehydrated re
sult gives us a Sentinel, but
no reading glass to view the

facial contortions of our fair
friends after passing thru the
hands of the animated photo
grapher and the profiteer
publisher.

WHAT BECOMES OF THE
LAW GRADUATE?
Only 18% of the graduates
of Law Schools remain in the
practice of Law. What be
comes of the other 82 %?
Recent surveys show the
82% are absorbed by higher
fields of Education, Business,
Statesmanship, Journalism,
Literature, Social Service,
and the Ministry. This ac
counts for lawyer Lowell,
President of Harvard, lawyer
Gary, President of the United
States Steel Corporation,
lawyer Hughes, Secretary of
State, lawyer Stead, the
journalist, lawyer Masters

and d ry co a t fo r all clim ates.
It is m ade o f a high grad e m ole co lored w a te rp ro o f
m aterial, vu lca n ized to a sixteen oun ce plaid b lan ket
lin in g, m ak in g the tw o clo th s inseparable. It is ta i
lored in u p -to -d a te fash ion , m ilita ry belted, la rg e side
and g lo v e p ock ets, sleev e straps, heavy bone button,
and is d ouble stitch ed and re in fo rce d at e ve ry point
o f w ear, w ith e ve ry seam firm ly bound.
Sim ply send one d o lla r as evid ence o f g o o d faith
and w e w ill m ail a co a t to y o u on approval. P ay the
p ostm an $15.00 w hen the co a t a rrives. ,your m oney
b ack w ith in ten days if on exam ination you find the
co a t is not w h a t w e claim , o r in any w a y It does not
m eet w ith y o u r approval.
T hese co a ts are in tw o le n g th s: th ree-q u a rters and
m ackinaw .
Sizes from 34 to 46.
B E SU RE AND
ST AT E STZE ANTI LENGTH .

Colvin given at the recent smoker
of the Law School Association.)
ODE TO AN A P P E N D IX .
Little friend, who was always with
hne,
You have shared all my troubles
gladly.
My companion in all, I have found
thee
W ith me each bulshing morn.
I have felt that you were n part of
me.
and altho at times you have pained
me,
I have never wished you from me
Until they decreed we should part.
A bright red line glowing fiercely
Is all they have left to remind me
Of the day that they tore you from
me,
And fed thee to the cat.

Price $ ] 0*00
Delivered
(L iv e A gen ts W an ted .)

G E N U IN E

DENVER COAT COMPANY

P. O. Box 2016, Denver, Colorado.
P lease send me a gen uine SUBM ARINE
COAT on approval, m y m oney b ack In ten
days if I w ant it. I risk n othing. E n clo s 
in g $1 deposit.____________________________

Name
,Address ......................... .

R E G . U .8 . P A T , O F F ,

S i c e . . . . . . . ........

Length.

The Kalinin.
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FOR LAWYERS ONLY

Communication

During the year 1920-21 a move
ment was launched by Silent Sen
tinel, which culminated in the birth
o f the sophomore honorary society
Next year the law
o f . Bear Paw. It was hailed as a
school
will emerge
worthy organization: first, because
it was sponsored by Silent Septinel; from its cellar and as
and secondly, it satisfied a crying
need o f the University by supplying sume exclusive pos
an energetic reception committee for
session of the present
visiting teams and men to regulate
athletic contests. Recognition is af library building. The
forded by Bear Paw for rewarding
meritorious efforts on the part of latter institution will
freshmen from the standpoint of
service rendered their university. have moved into a
It recognizes exceptional university
new building, now be
■citizenship, which if sufficiently en
couraged might ripen into citizenship ing constructed.
o f the calibre o f Silent Sentinel.
Since its inception Bear Paw has
realized the fondest hopes o f its
most ardent supporters. It has been
praised in the columns o f the Kai- j
min and by speakers at S. O. S.
But it has not overcome the under
In the year 2,00 A. D. a burglar in diverted from his duty. Judge Derr
lying trend o f gossip and criticism Missoula fell from the second story of
thereupon demanded that the un
that is passed out from the L ibrary. the Toole Mansion which he was try
steps, at football games and fire ing to enter and broke his leg. He fortunate girl be brought before him.
“ It is true,” she said, “ that 1 am
side “ sessions.” One would natural- I went into Judge Marcus
Derr’ s
ly expect that this organization! Court and complained. It seems that pretty, but that’ s no fault of mine,
should receive the fullest measure] Brice Toole’s window had been bad if my bright green garters had not
o f co-operation from all. But such ly made and he wanted justice. attracted Eugene, all would be well!
is not the case.
In the place of ‘Hizzoner’ said that was reasonable John Connors, who sold them to me
encouragement the Bear Paws find and he summoned Brice. Brice con at the Mercantile ought to be pundiscouragement — well-directed sar fessed that the house was poorly built, That settled it. The Judge told the
castic remarks displace constructive ■but claimed that the architect, Ole gurglar to take the guilty wretch to
' criticism. As far as Bear Paw is Bakke, was to blame and not he. he Universiy of Montana Law school
concerned, co-operation is an un This struck the Judge as sound logic, ished and not I.” “ Quite true,” said
known thing to the men who “ sa and he sent for the architect. “The Judge Derr, “ send for Connors.” As
credly” believe in the traditions of charge is, alas! too true,” said Mr. soon as Connors had waited upon
his last lady customer, he appeared
Montana.
Bakke, “ bpt I employed a jack-leg
An upper classman while airing ■mason, a law student named Eugene before the bar and pleaded guilty.
his opinion in the open forum o f the Harpole; the masonry is at fault and
Library, steps remarked that “ The I couldn’t fit a good window.”
upper classmen should lend all pos
So the Judge, impressed with the
sible aid to the freshmen ‘in show
All the latest
reasonableness o f the argument, sent
ing up’ some o f the Bear Paws.”
for Eugene Harpole. Eugene plead
sheet music
One o f the leading members o f the
ed guilty, but explained that a pretty
faculty who ably and no doubt sin
C o-ed wearing brigth green garters
cerely dwells at length at convoca
had passed the mansion while he was
tion on his “love for the boys of
at work, and his attention had been
Montana and the interest they take
in their traditions,” threatened to
“ go between the freshman and a j
Bear Paw paddle.”
Another fac- [
ulty member informed a Bear Paw
LAUNDRY CO.
that he did not think that he should
belong to such an organization.
Many
students
become
hostile |
when a Bear Paw does his duty by
vigorously paddling a freshman for
violation of a University regulation, j
Many others will admit that there is j
a very dubious honor attached to ‘
Bear Paw menbership.
Is there any justification for such
AND E V E R Y T H IN G
remarks? In view of the fact that!
Silent Sentinel, which is composed j
of men whom we all respect and ad
mire, is the moving spirit o f . Bear j
Follow the Crowd Every Day
We mend your clothes
Paw, are we just in opposing the
and darn your hose.
Bear Paws in their seemingly un
Phone 52
pleasant and arduous prosecution o f ;
their duties? No one can say that
they are not acting in good faith,
and we have yet to hear o f an in -!
vestigation fo r alleged misconduct on i
,Best Coffee in the City, 5 Cents
the part o f Bear Paw by Silent'
Sentinel.
Open 7 a. m. to 11 p. ra.
While we are trying to lure the
cream of Montana’ s high school!
students to come to Montana, let us;
also prepare for them a feeling o f \
harmony and mutual help. Let us
SANDWICHES ■ PIE - DOUGHNUTS
make them feel that they are en
tering an institution whose success
111 East Front Street
depends upon Harmony and Service,I
and instlil in the minds o f the fresh-'
Kum-c-em-made
Next to Rialto Theatre
men that Bear Paw is indicative of
an ability to appreciate and realize
the spirit of Service born of Har
mony.
— KENNETH MURPHY.

d fc i

Orvis Music House

30c

M IS S O U L A

You LiJ^e a Cup
of
Good Coffee

Grill Has It

and hang him from the door-sill and
the populance rejoiced that justice
had been done. But pretty soon the
crowd returned to Judge DeTr’s court
room, complaining that Connors was
too short to reach the rope without
standing on a chair, and, as everyone
knew, since the 'Journalists’ had
gotten all the revenue appropriated
by Acts 18 and 19 o f 1920, the Law
School had been forced to sell all
the chairs to pay Dean Leaphart’s
■alary, and Connors could not be
properly hanged over the door-sill. I

“ Oh, well,” said the Judge, who by
this time was suffering from ennui,
“ go take Johnny Sanders, who may
be a bit longer and bang him. Jus
tice shall prevail.”

J. D. R O W L A N D
JE W E L E R AND O P TIC IA N
Glasses Fitted and Repaired
Special attention
given to
Jewelry and Watch Repairing.
130 N. Higgins Ave.

Reduction
Sale!
Now Going On
Only a Few Days
Left----Only a few days left yet to secure that outfit at a
Reduction of

The GRILL Cafe

The DO’ NUT Shop

Down in Judge Duncan’ s Court,
the other day, the bailiff in charge
o f a jury, was sworn to keep them
“ without meat or drink.” During the
tecess ensuing, Judge Duncan stepped
. outside for a bit o f exercise and it
was Attorney George Witter, Mon
tana ’21, awaiting the Judge’s return
in. Chambers, who gave the classic
reply to the bailiff who inquired
whether he hod the legal right to
grant a juryman’ s request for a glass
o f water: “ Well’ it is not meat, and
I should not call it drink. Yes, you
may.”

Miller’sBarberShop
and Baths
First Nat’l Bank Bldg. Basement

Barristers’ Ball
UNION H A L L -F R ID A Y DEC. 2

Here’s a partial list of the many bargains we offer.

Men’s and Young Men’s Suits, Over
coats, Sheep Lined Coats, Mackinaws,
Stag Shirts, Flannel Shirts, Under
wear, Leather Vests, Wool Trousers,
Hiking Pants, Caps, Hats, Gloves, Sox,
Dress Shirts, Pajamas, Gowns, Collars,
Ties, Suitcases, Trunks, Bags, Shoes,
Rubbers for all occasions, leather tops
and rubber tops.
Its Worth Your While.

INFORMAL, IN VIGORATING
IMPRESSIVE

HARTKORNS

TOGGERY and BOOTERY
Sheridans’ 7-Piece Orchestra

228 Higgins Ave.
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GREAT STARS WERE ALL LAWYERS
RECORD OF LAW SCHOOL
IN ATHLETICS ENVIABLE
----------------

o --------------------------------------------------------

Stars
Like
Dornblaser, Iever wore a Montana uniform. He
Robertson, Dries, Bentz, |also won
letter in basktbaii.
Freeman and Clark. Legal, Belgian Daems- caPtain of the
team that tied Syracuse, was a bar
Lights Also.
rister; as was John Kerran, giant
tackle On the team of 1914, ’15 and
'16, and holder o f the present state
LAWS BRING ABOUT
shot-put record. Jimmy Brown, joint
DEFEAT OF SYRACUSE holder o f the state 100-yard dash
___________
record, is a graduate o f the law de
partment.
Montana’s Greatest Athletic The records of lesser "stars of the
H e r o W a s S h v s t e r __ M a n v Past is to° lonS to mention, while

J

Records Held By Depart- the more recent atbletes such as
meTit.
Freeman, Keely, Murphy and others

My country ’tis of thee—
Sweet land of liberty
And chewing gum.
Land where man is denied,
The right of suicide,
By drinking rum.

STEVE SlILUVAN’S ATHLETIC
RECORD WILL STAND FOREVER

Nathan Hale’s Son Says:
“ I ’m glad I have but one life
live in this country.”
“ Blackacre cider” is sold at the
A.S.U.M. store. Every lawyer knows
that “ Blackacre” doesn’ t mean any
thing.
“ My country!
country!”

W et or

dry— my

Weighing the Evidence.
are well known to the student body.
It looks like the Kappas will win
L Lawyers Star Against Syracuse.
On the famous undefeated 1914 their suit for basketball honors at
The record of the law school in f00tball team we read the names of the State University this year:
Broadwater
athletics reveals a list o f stars that such law students' as Clark, Gault,
Wilson
puts to shame the boast o f any or- Daems. Wink Brown, Bentz, Kerran,
Newman
ganization, fraternity or department R°t>ertson an<* Layton. Among the
Walker
,,
„
, ,
men who won their letters in track
on the campus. Few o f the great k , .
, ,
„
Gregory
_____ , _________ __,
_1 that school year w ere W ink B row n,
athletes, whose names will be re
“ Ad infinitum.”
|J. Brown, Stanley, Byron, Kerran,
membered in years to come, matric
Fredericks and Bentz.
ulated in any other department.
They bad a L A RG E crowd rep
In 1915 we find Robertson, Bentz,
Lawyers all, they were:
Bentz,
|Daems, Layton and Dries starring resenting them last year, but still
Robrtson, Dornblaser, Kelly, Dries,
I on the football team, and Kerran, they lost.
Layton,
Cummings,
Freeman,
i Bentz, W . Brown, J. Brown, Fred
Brown and scores o f others.
Not So Good.
ericks and Grant pulling down honOn the gridiron, in track, base ors for the University in track,! They have a New man for captain
ball or basketball, embryo lawyers j while such stars as Cummings, R ob- this year, however,
have shone since the institution ofi
ertson and Dries represnted the law
the department in 1911.
W e Wonder
school on the basketball team.
Helen Fitzgibbons says the Thetas
A list _of the players
who
starred:
,In 1916 and subsequent years the have a fast outfit TH IS year.
I f it ever occurs to the average
.
,.
against Syracuse in that histone ,
. , «
,
_ ,,
man that he is only an average man.
f
,
£_ .
.
'
_ - * law school has ben equally well repstruggle Thanksgiving day, 1915,
. .
SPEED isn’ t essential for g irls!
reads like the roll call o f a class in resen e
(in basketball).
Someone Said
contracts. The same may be said of
Remember the dance.
The proper study o f mankind is
practically every important athletic
Minnesota Shift.
man.
The most perplexing, no
engagement in which Montana has
Four Swedes going to work in doubt, is women. Yes, and the most
taken part.
the mill.
expensive, too.
Robertson Greatest Athlete.
Advice to Parlor Rabbits.
“ Rib” Robertson, hailed by many
Nothing on Montana.
as the greatest all-around athlete
Ketchum tame and Wildem.
A Chink law school offers board,
that ever wore the colors o f the
room and tuition for $100 a year.
State University, received his LL. B. 1
Below Zero.
Judging from the Josef Hofman
here. Robertson was twice chosen. Loss of Larkin, Adams and Levine
Altogether it was a harmonious haircuts on the campus, some stu
All-Northwest quarterback and once |
Felt— Frosh Stars Lured
Homecoming,
dents are getting by on less.
mentioned sa an All-American con
to Other Schools.
Cold.
Cold.
Cold.
tender. In the game against Syra
Cut ’em short and keep ’ em long.
cuse he averaged nine yards every
W hat About
’ time he carried the ball. As a bas
s . o . s.
Basketball practice began in earn- the playful sap that gets a kick out
ketball player and on the baseball est yesterday when 30 men, includ- 0f mauling some giddy girl around
May mean Singing On the Steps.
diamond he was equally great.
ing four members o f last year’s squad |n the snow?
Or Spreading On the Salve.
Dries, regarded by many as great and one evteran o f the 1916 quintet, I
______
er even than Robrtson,' was also a reported to Coach Bierman at the
Clock Joins Band.
FinI La Guerre.
law student. In the Syracuse battle •university gymnasium. With the exTh
, k in th ,
.
f Main
I f they still gave service stripes
the
a S e e ^ o / tof
h rthe
w L whole
i r S v TSyracuse
a c u s e l|eleven.
Cepti° n °which
f memberS
° f the
j hall
twenty
to for wearing the uniform some of
the aggregate
closed
its footba11
season |
eight stopped
one coldatnight
la8t minutes
week
these campus soldats would look like
backfield, piling up a total o f 89 in Thanksgiving day, the men have been
What’s the matter, old timepiece zebras.
17 tries.
A t basketball his equal | working for the past three weeks
has never been known in Montana’s under the supervision of Captain — want a sweater?
“ There’s something in that,” said
history, and in baseball he was also |^hern.
But as the old saying goes: Even the man as he touched the fat
a shining star.
This year’s conference schedule will
a stopped d ock is right twice a day. woman’s stocking.
Camp Picks Bentz.
not be arranged until next month.
"The Impractical Man”
Bentz, the husky 240-pound tackle Games already scheduled include the
Erin Go Braugh.
Would rather starve than steal.
and holder o f the Northwest discus |School o f Mines and the Aggies, who . College politics is just one damn
record, is a graduate of Montana’s it m to be expected will make a Murphy after another.
Our Girl.
law school.
Bentz, in addition to strong bid to recover state honors
Our girl has taken occasion to
being an All-Northwest tackle, was from the Bruins.
scores
of
other
Treasure
state
stars,
inform us that simply because we’ve
Prospects Fair.
chosen on Walter Camp’ s all-service
Prospects for a championship con who are pulling down honors for had four successive dates, we haven’ t
team in 1918. He also won his letter at basketball and boasts o f the I tender in the conference are not the foreign colleges, heard the distant call acquired any right to her affections
only wrestling letter ever won by a best, though possible. The loss of I far
aod >s now playmg on by adverse possession. But, at that,
Montana athlete.
Larkin, dashing forward on last year’s I ^ e Dberlin university five in W is- possession is nine points of love.
Layton, selected by Buck O’Neil, team, will be felt, as will Adams and consin. McAullife was one of the
What has become o f the oldcoach of Syracuse university, for Levine. Baird, All-northwest guard cleverest players seen on a Montana
floor.
fashioned co-ed who used to think
center on his U-American team,
and
in 1921,
is backagain in the harness,
Carney
may
come
back
the
next
that “ Elite” means choice?
star on the gridiron for four years, and so is Sulivan, who played opquarter. He would be a valuable as
was a member o f the law school. I
posite him lastyear. Jelly Eddiot
set to a team suffering for the want
Why W e Come to College.
Most Popular Hero.
|football captain-elect for 1922 and
Frosh: What is a hypocrite?
one of last year’ s letter men will also of a center. At present, Bagsley, a
Dornblaser, probably the most
forward
and
MacDonald
a
guard,
both
Senior: A hypocrite is the co-ed
be out fighting for a guard position.
popular of Montana’ s athletic heroes,
Captain Ahern may be shifted to members o f last years Cubs, are the who looks blank and uncomprehend
who died fighting in the late war,
only
new
men
that
look
like
varsity
ing when Whiz Bang is mentioned.
the center position. He is tall fast
was among the first graduates of
and an experienced head at the game, material, though several may have,
the law department. He starred in
,,t|
improved
with
age
and
experience,
so
Energetic Y o u t h A n y jobs, Ray?
and though his regular place is
the tackle position for the varsity
Emplyoment Sec.: Now, don’t get
forward, should make good t the the prospects of bolstering up the
for three years, 1911, ’12 and ’ 13«
pivot position.
Richie Newman, a weak spots are at least fair.
sarcastic!
He also made his letter at track and
Center Needed.
veteran, has been working hard for
played first base on the ball team
“Slob Says”
I f a center could be uncovered the
the past three weeeks in an effort
before that sport was a recognized
Journalists aren’t as dumb as they
to regain the speed and accuracy that! difficulties would be greatly relieved.
varsity activity.
,
- I
won him a berth on the fast 1916 The guard positions will be well look— they’re dumber.
E. Pat Kelly graduated with
aggrepation. Like Ahem, Newman taken care of by Bair, Sullivan, Elliot,
“ Dorn” and played quarterback on
Well— “ a little o f this goes a long
is a forward, but micht be shifted to McDonald and other contenders. The
the same team. With the exception
same is true of the wing men. Ahern way,” so we’ll dose.
center.
of Robertson he. has had few equals
Joy, McGowan, Straw and Porter and Newman are both good enough,
at piloting a football team.
Good night.
and a number of other hoopsters who though they will be closely pressea
Clark All-American.
tried out for the team in 1921 may by Joy and Bagsley. Srtaw has im
“ Click” Clark, another .all-North- develop into formidable contenders proved steadily for two years, giving
Anyway, we tried.
west end and mentioned on several this season. "
That’s all a mule can do.
rise to the hope that the gap left by
all-American selections, was a bar
the departure of Adams and Levine
Frosh Stars Not Back.
Everybody invited.
rister.
Those who saw him per
Eckberg, Carney and McAullife of may yet be filled, though none of the
form in 1914, ’15 and ’ 16 agree last year’s freshman team failed to newcomers have shown the class of
Lawyers’ dance.
that he was the fastest end that return to school. The latter, like these men.
-----------------

FIVE LETTER MEN
i OUT FOR QUINTET

Will Have Won 11 Letters
in Three Major Sports
—Bentz Second— Owsley
Third.
WORLD’S CHAMPION
RELAY TEAM IN 1920
Starred in Football This
Year — Students and
Team Mates Honor Star.
Steve Sullivan, captain of the
iootball team which finished the
1921 season by holding the husky
Gonzaga team to a scoreless tie
on Thanksgiving day, and cap
tain of this year’ s track team,
promises to establish a record at
the University that will stand
forever.
The dashing halfback,
to date, has won nine letters in
three major sports, and bids fair
to boost this number to 11 by
the time he ends his brilliant
athletic career at the d ose of
I track season next spring. .
> The present record is held by
Christian Bentz, ’17, who gar
nered 10 sweaters, four football,
four trade, one basketball and one
wrestling (the only letter ever given
in this sport).
“ Punk” Owsley, ’15, was success
ful in winning nine, four football,
four track and one baseball, and is
second.
Impossible fo r Future Stars to Beat.
Establishing of the freshman rule
almost eliminates the possibility of
future
athletes to
surpass
his
achievments. Three letters only can
be won in each o f the four major
sports engaged in at the University,
and it is not likely that a winner
o f a track letter will be able to cop
a sweater in baseball at the same
time.
Wrestling and other sports
are not likely to be revived here, so
In the future the athlete who
gathers nine letters will be doing
the limit.
The “ Fighting Harp” has copped
four football letters, two track,
three basketball, and is almost as
sured o f repeating his success in
tne latter two sports during the
coming seasons.
1917 Sullivan’s First Year.
He registered at the State Uni
versity in 1917 and played a backfield position on the football team
that fall. He also made the basket
ball team that year.
Because o f
the war track was discontinued the
following spring.
The next year Sullivan did not
return. The fall of 1919, however,
saw him back in the football harness
and playing his second year o f bas
ketball.
He added to his laurels
during the track season the follow
ing spring by his fast work on the
eindfer paths, being a member of the
relay team which set the present
world’s recrod for the 400-yard re
lay at the relay carnival held by
the University o f Washington in
Seattle.
His record that year in
conference and dual meets credits
him with a total o f 11 points, one
first and two seconds.
Star on 1920 Eleven.
On the team which last year wal
loped Mount St. Charles, 133 to 0,
then humbled the University of
Washington eleven to the tune of
18 to 14 and wound up the season
by trimming the Montana “ ranch
ers,” 28 to 0, Steve was an out
standing star, scoring 66 of the total
points piled up by Montana against
her foes. His playing that season
made him unanimous choice for cap
tain of this year’s team. The bas
ketball squad which he captained
that same year, though not so suc
cessful aganist' conference teams,
was able to wrest the state title
Jrom the Aggies.
An aggregate of 15 points was
(Continued on Page Five.)
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SIGMA CHI WINS FIRST OF INTER-FRATERNITY SERIES
Gammel Ost Chapter o f Ski INTELLECTUALS W o o z y G u y s O n ly M a y
Becom e M em bers
Jumpers Will Install
HUMBLED 43-21
O f Klinkers
A t University
(By Our Special Correspondent)
BJORNSEN
H JA LM A R
ROSE N C R A N Z O’LEARY.
Ven i vas axed too goo up on
mounting santanal for da axpressed poorpuss o f meating al
o f da scollag runs who is entarasted in yumping rid da Norvegan national pastime i fait
dooly cumplimnted.
.
F or maany yars re hev ban
triing too in som vay congel da
Norregan and da Svedish runs
har et da seollage.
But avary
time ven ve got too a meating it
vas alvays disbursted becase ve
dond hev any yenuine ©organiza
tion.

Ve nn hev da oorganization an
ve alacted for da following yar
da following office seekers:
Chef Viking— Oscar Andersen.
Keeper o f da Ski— Karl Sigrid
Dragstedt.
Custodian o f da Snuss— Fred
erick Sven Dayliss.
Seiner o f da Fish— Hilda F lor
ence Sanden.
F or da simbel o f da oorganiza
tion vas adopd a small rooned
box covar on vitch is.standing da
following lattars:
C-O -P-E-N -H -A-G -E -N .
Da vary foorst tim ve hev
anoof snow ve vil hev a yenuine
lute fisk and ski party.

Victors Show Class in Loose
ly Fought Game— Searles,
McDonald and Burk Star.

SIGMA

W EDNESDAY.
NU vs. IO TA

Cuckoo Football Stars Organize Dumbell
Society—Plummer Pilot— Sorority
Sisters are Eligible.

NU.

The 1921 basketball season in the
This year has been a red-letter only man eligible to vote, hence the
interfratemity race opened last night year in the history of Montana from with the Sigma Chi political organiza
in the gymnasium when the Sigma the standpoint of new organizations tion back o f him he had very little
Chi team walloped the Alpha Delta on the campus. First came the Tarn- trouble being elected. The members
team 43 to 21. A fter the first few rack club with General Swords at the of the new organization have adopted
helm. Then the Shilalah club with as a pledge ribbon, a small piece o f
moments o f play it was evident that
it forty or fifty sweet and winsome adhesive tape roled up to resemble
the Sig’s had the superior team. maids. And now the Klinkers have a small dumb-bell. The members and
Their shooting was more accurate made their appearance.
pledges atthis time are, Bum-wrist
The Klinkers are, we believe, Ramsey, Stepped-on Stark, Dingand their handling of the ball o f the
W oof-w oof
Tanner,
destined to be one o f the wooziest dong-Dorsey,
highest caliber.
organizations on the campus. Until Swede Sullivan, Cork-leg Elliot- and
For the winners Searles a fresh
very recently the membership in the Howdy Keeley.
man was easily the star. His drib organization was limited to these
At a recent meeting o f the new
bling and shooting was responsible members of the football squad who club it was decided to expand in order
for twenty-two of the Sig’ s points. had been sufficiently cracked on the that they might take in the others
Time after time he would bake the dome to become either temporairly on he campus who justly- belonged
•ball from MacDonald on a pass, or permenantly cuckoo.
in their ranks. It is rumored that
after Mac had stopped an A. D. A.
Sigma Chi Steamroller.
bids are soon to go out to the new
rush,
and
carry
it
up
the
floor
and
Tad Plummer was eariy in the year rushees. W $ agree that the soroi(Continued from Page Four.)
toss it through the basket.
made the King of the Klingers at ties should be represented in the or
----------------Bcored by the speedy sprinter in
On he Alpha Delt team Burks the time o f the election he was the ganization as well as the fraternities.
showed
more
real
basket
ball
ability
track last spring, winning for him California Yeggs Clean John
than any other man. Battling with]
the honor o f piloting this year’ s
Shaffer — Will Register the aid of very little team work he
SCHEDULE.
squad.
Next Quarter—Wants Job. many times stopped the fleet forwards I Monday, Nov. 28.— A. D. A. vs.
His Banner Y ear
o f the Sig team.
Sigma Chi.
His football record this year is
The losers team showed possibili
Nov. 30.— Sigma Nu vs. Iota nu.
probably the most brilliant o f his
A tale smacking with Vigilante ties. but their work last night was
Dec. 2— Phi Delt vs. S. P. E.
whole athletic career. He was be-1 thrills is told by John Shaffer, for- deplorabaly lacking in speed, smooth- j
Dec. 6— A. D. A. vs. Sigma Nu.
yond doubt the leading star o f the|mer University athletic star, who ness and ability to locate the basket.
Dec. 8— Sigma Chi vs. Iota Nu.
Husky Left Guard Is Unanimous
backfield.
In every game his ex-1 rel-urnd recently from
California W ant o f fight, however, was the
Monday, Dec. 12-=—Sigma Nu vs.
Choice— Missoula Boy Member
cellent work won praise from local j " ^ h the view o f registering for the chief reason for their defeat. T ern-! Phi Delt.
of Team for Two Years.
and foreign sports writers.
Fast, secon<i quarter.
porary flashes of class featured their
Dec. 14— A. D. A. vs. S. P. E.
heady and gritty, Steve was able to
Since leaving
the
University, play and revealed their true ability;
Dec. 16— Iota Nu vs. Phi Delt.
plow through the line or circle the Christmas 1919, the husky lad from but their threatening outbursts were
Jan. 4— Sigma Chi vs. S. P. E.
Harvey “ Jelly” Elliot, star varends for long gains against pracCity has toured some 40,000 shortlived because o? their lack of
Monday, Jan. 9— Sigma Nu vs. S.
I sity guard, will lead the 1922 foottically every team which Montana j m^es through the United States, ginger and mania for taking longI P. E.
! ball eleven, it was announced Friday,
met during the current season. He Uuba and Mexico. Prior to his de- shot s. Their passing and handling j
Jan. 11— A. D. A. vs. Iota Nu.
j The selction, which was unanimous,
scored Montana’ s only touchdown! Parture for Montana John had been of the ball was also ragged at times. ]
Monday, Jan. 16— Phi Delt vs.
|was made following the Thanksgiving
against the University o f Washing-1 en&a8ed in a lumber mill at Scotia,
JWhile the Sig’ s won by a com
Sigma Chi.
{ day battle between Gonzaga and
ton and gained 92 o f the 182 yards California, and had gatherd to- fortable margin the charges of Coach
Jan. 18— S. P. E. vs. Iota Nu.
Montana, which ended in a scoreless
gether a neat little grub stake to Baird will have to work to perfect]
piled up against the Sun Dodgers.
Monday, Jan. 23— A. D. A. vs.
tie.
In the Aggie game his work .was weather him through the college their team play.
Last night they
Phi Delt.
The
hard-hitting linesman has
even more admirable, and to Cap year.
showed flashes of genuine eam-work
Jan. 25— Sigma Chi vs. Sigma j been varsity regular fo r two years
Through Wilderness by Stage.
tain Sullivan may we doff our caps
but without the brilliant dashes and
Nu.
] and in 1919 played on the freshman
fo r the vintory that kept the state
The trip from Eureka, California, shots o f Searles as an individual per
j team. He is a native of Missoula,
championship in the hands o f the to Grant’ s Pass, Oregon, a distance former they would have had a diffi- j
and prior to entering college played
copper, silver and gold. The rec- of 210 miles, is made by stage, cult time winning from the Delt’s.
Friday nite.
four years on the local high school
ords of the game will show that h e ! Shaffer and four other passengers
Both teams, however, displayed l
eleven.
made 162 o f the 312 yards gained were making the trip over the ever- enough basketball ability to make j
to
Searles
the
Diminutive
forward
Husky, fast and scrappy, “ Jelly”
against the farmer eleven. On de- j Winding, climbing road that brings them contenders for the cup which will i
fense he was a demon, participating' you down to the crest o f the Shasta be given to the team with the highest dribbled down the floor and made has always been a menace to op
the
basket
for
the
first
counter
of
posing teams.
In the Aggie game
in very play until he was forced to j mountains.
No towns, eities or] average when the season closes, Jan.
retire from sheer exhaustion.
other evidences o f civilization break I 25. Final possession of the trophy ] the game. The Alpha Delt’ s came this year he shared honors with
back
with
two
baskets
made
in
quick
Dorsey,
Sullivan
and Plummer, time
Steve is an athlete and a man.i in upon the wildness of the trail. will be given to the first team to |
Not only will his spectacular drives Steep grades, treacherous curves win three annual championships. T o |succession. Then the MacDonald- and again breaking through the
down the gridiron, his fast work on and hazards o f all sorts are the date the Sigma Chis have been suc Searles combination started again farmer defense and throwing their
and from then on throughout the backfield men for losses.
the football floor and his fleet foot 1road’s only possessions,
cessful once, Iota Nus, twice and j first period the winners gradually
He developed a dangerous “ Charover the cinders, be missed next! The party had reached the famous Phi Delts twice.
drew a away and the period ended ly-horse” early in the season which
year, but his absence altogether j Shasta trail without encountering
The latter team won last year after i Sigma Chi 17, A. D. A .’s 8.
threatened to keep him out of the
will be sadly felt. The hundreds of any difficulties.
Here the climb a hard struggle with the A. D. A.
A t the start o f the second period game. Because of the injured limb
hours of toil and pain that he gladlj , becomes more steep and the curves five. Several o f their star perform
endured for his school emanates the ] more sharp.
Travel is slow, and ers will not be in the lineup this year the Delt’ s made their final really, I he was shifted from left tackle to
spirit o f old Montana stars like the car was moping along at a four and hence they are not figured ringing two baskets in rapid order. j left guard, in which position he
Domblaser, Ryan, Brown and oth ers. or five-mile gait when three masked amongst the strangest (Contenders.• Their spurt was short lived for the . played in the Washington game.
whose cherished memories have been men, armed with dangerous weapons, The Iota Nu team is also not re same scoring machine that had beat Though the ailment bothered him
planted permanently in the soil o f stepped from behind a clump of garded very high by campus dope- en them in the first half of the I considerably throughout the season,
j he nevertheless performed in a manthe campus.
; brush and ordered the car to stop.
sters; eliminating the possibilities of game started again. It was Searles i ner that gained for him much praise
Though athletics
has occupied.
Hands Up.
the cup going to any fraternity this here and Searles there until he had •from sports writers and the the
most of his time and eliminated him
The command was readily obeyed, year. The schedule is so arranged counted eight baskets. In the last
from much of the social life about: whereupon the bandits lined the that each of the six Greek letter period he was aided by some very ! captaincy of next year’s eleven.
the school, Steve is, nevertheless, travelers up against the side of the societies will meet the other five good work on the part of the two
Remember the dance.
Rig guards, MacDonald and “ D oc”
one of the most active students m ar-; hill and proceded to relieve them of contenders.
Tanner.
ticulated.
His , spare moments are ] their belongings. Mild protests from
Last night’ s game opened with the
YE PARLOR P Y T H O N .
Montana’s, his spare thoughts are the victims were met with the af- Sig’ s taking the ball from the tipLineup.
Sleek-haired lizard
of the University, and his school’s firmative advice that they
(the o ff and after MacDonald had passed Sigma Chi
Alpha Delta Alpha
How we envy
interests are his.
yeggs) “ were running this party.”
McKain
Myers .......
Your accomplishments so rare.
That . the student body does not j Two o f the masked gentlemen covCenter.
look
back”
—
which
they
did
while
the
]
Your mannr is delicious,
appreciate to the fullest extent his ered the shivering quintet with guns
Searles
......................
-.................
Burks
On a sofa you’re a bear.
achievements cannot be said.
Not while the third carefully searched plunderers disappeared around the
L
eft
Forward.
only has he been selected captain their _persons, extracting a total of hill.
C. MacDonald ........................ Badgel.v
Athlete Wants Job.
ALSO BUT L IK E W IS E NOT
of the three sports in which he has 345 smacks frmo Montana’ s football
Right Forward.
‘ Silent’ once, o f talents vain,
participated, but the esteem in which prire, $140 from another victim who
Distressed, financially and other Tanner *............
Kain
‘Judge Derr’ rudely treated,
he is held is daily manifest about the night before had made a killing wise, Shaffer arrived in Missoula
Right Guard.
W ho often in his brogue plain
the campus. He was president of in a little stur game, while $100 last Thursday. He is determined to R. MacDonald ______
Warner
The word “also” repeated.
the freshman class his first year at apiece was taken from two others go to school this coming quarter and ]
L e ff Guard.
Montana.
Last year he was se- and $10 from the fifth. The thugs is now scouring the town for a job. I
Baskets: Searles 11, Myers2, C.
“ Also,” said ‘Silent,’ with sneering
lected. as one of the three delegates also helped themselves to a couple
The husky lad played on the 1919
MacDonald 4, R. MacDonald 2, Straw
wit,
at large and this year he was elected of watches and rings, and then frosh team. He is one of the most
2,
Burks
4,
Shy
2,
McKain
2,
Bad“ W on’ t ‘likewise’ wo as well?”
to represent the senior class on the turned their attentions to the car, promising all-around athletes that j
gely
2.
“ No, this here sentence won’t
central board. Also he is a member which was ransacked with like dili- ver registered at Montana.
Aside
Free throws: MacDonald 1, Mc
permit;
of Silent Sentinel, a senior hon- gence.
Two suitcases, one belong- from his ability on the gridiron, he
Kain
1.
Referee
Varner.
Timer,
Their difference I will tell.
orary society.
ing to the redoubtable John, passed is a classy track performer, throw
Adams.
His home is in Butte, Montana, the inspection, and were appro- ing the discus over 140 feet, putting

Steve Establishes
A Lasting Record\

HOLD UP BRUIN
FOOTBALL STAR

ELLIOT FOOTBALL
PHOT NEXT YEAR

j

where he starred in high school printed along with the other loot. -*
athletics before coming to Montana.
Their next step was to order the
----------------------------- -— •
victims , back into the ear with the
Union hall.
advice that they “ drive on and don’t

the shot over 40 and heaving th e!
javelin around 160. He is also a j
goo 1 pole vaulter, high and broad !
jumper and hurdler.

Barristers’ ball.
Union hall.

“ Platt’s a student learn’d we know
W hose talents oft surprise;
You are a student ‘also,’
But surely not ‘likewise’.”

The Kaimin

«
UNDUE EXPO SU R E.
Wihen Old King Boreas recently
blew in thru Hell-gate he incidently covered everything including the
Journalists and other exposed
areas. A couple o f our fashion
leaders were breaking the path
looking for Pneumonia, with our
friend Oeorge following the melted
trail. He could’nt see much of
anything with the wind blowing,
but he managed to lamp the Roll
ed Socks and the Bear skin .of the
furless variety which was causing
the thaw. Now Geo.is practical
man and this idea didn’t appeal
to him so he started a little re
form wave on the spot.
“ Why in Hell don’ t you girls go
home and dress—,” was the open
ing of the lecture. W e have never
been able to obtain the remainder
o f the address, but we do venture
to say that those Co-eds will wear
Goulashes and all that goes with
them.
‘M ORAL:
“ ALW AYS
LOOK
OUT TH E W IN D OW B E FO RE
YOU DRESS.”

T H E M ID -N IG H T W A LK .

SOCIETY

SHERIDANS’
T-PIECE NOVELTY

The other night about 11:30, a
familar figure untangled himself
from the home o f the Stray
Sports (who support the 16 ball
during the supposedly intellectual
months o f the year), and rushed
out to ride over the creek in the
last car. With some little effort
our galent Hero, Patrick Elias
Mortimer Keely finally focused hW
eyes on the approaching car in
spite o f the fact that his Bay
Windows were dimmed, and man
aged to see the ‘University’ sign
on the side of the car, but outside
o f that he was’nt much better o ff
than the old guy pushes his cue
over the Concrete.
H e missed
the replaced DALY sign on the
front entirely.
The blase motorman swung the
door open.—
“ Is this a “ U” car?” hollers Pat
in his long sonorous voice.
“ Na\C-this is a DA LY car.”
“ W ell you got a University sign
on the SIDE.”
“ SAY-this car goes F O R W A R D
NOT SIDEW AYS.”

The “ Stray Greeks” had their first
annual dance at the K. o f P. Hall
last Saturday night. They are about
fifteen members o f fraternities other
than those on the campus, and they
were hosts to two members from each
o f the campus fraternities and sorori
ties. The hall was decorated in blue
and gold, with the Greek letters of j
each “ Stray Greek” and “ hom e:
Greek” fraternity. The chaperones
were Mr. and Mrs. Newman, and
Capt. and Mrs. C. M. Walton.
The
music was furnished by Sheridans.
The annual Frosh dance was held
in Union Hall last Friday night.
Music was furnuished by Sheridans.
The Frosh treasurer reports that the
dance was a complete success financi
ally, and the rest o f the Freshman J
class maintain that it was the “ best
dance o f the year.” About one Hun
LEGAL N O TIC E .
from the Forestry Department have
dred and fifty couples attended.
already sent in a petition demanding
The members o f Sigma Phi Epsilon'
A
Dictum
has
recently
been
handed
that the word be retained, and sev
were entertained by their pledges at
a dance in the Parish House on F ri down from the Court of Last R e eral other minor changes, but from
day night. Music was furnished by sort, to the effect that there is to be the latest reports their plea has been
squashed.
Sheridans.
;
great changes, wihin the next five
M r. Simes.— ‘M r. S.— ,what is an
Members o f Alpha Delta Alpha en-.'
tertained with a sleigh-ride Satur years, in Tespect to a cerain contract aigester?”
T U R N OUT T H E L IG H T S .
that
a
large
number
o
f
the
students
Mr. S.—“ Why, it’ s— er-er-er— a
day night. They went up the Frenchcowboy.”
town road, and came back to the fra are very muchjy interested. The
ternity house where refreshments learned instructor stated that within
The reason why Diogenes of old
were served. The chaperones were!
searched for an HONEST man, with
the next few years a four letter word
FO R E S TE R S , PLEA SE R E A D .
Mr. and Mrs. Baglsey.
a lantern, was because his country
Kappa Alpha Theta entertained will be omitted, and stated further
Convention Hounds Preparing a Sec some o f the members of the Sigma that it would be well £oi- all those
boasted of no modern LAW YERS.
When
son
asks
father
for
advice,
ond Edition of “ Campus Rakings,” Chi fraternity at a taffy-pull at the
interested to take heed. This Dictum
Dad’s
chest
expands
with
pride—
to Be Published on ^Vber Day.
Theta House on Sunday evening. has been breezed about the campus From L A W Y E RS all the world
Lawyers’ dance.
After the taffy was made the party and several o f the students have been
seeks advice,
was
transferred
to
the
Sigma
Chi
forwamed. A number o f the men
Barristers’ ball.
The Theta Sigma Phi journalistic
That’s why we are dignified.
sorority,
better
known
as
the House where a dance was held.
Sigma
Nu
Fraternity
entertained
i
Doughnut Sisters, announce with
glee that their recent abortive at about ten couples at a fire-side o n '
tempt to fill their coffers was suc Sunday night. Dr. J. Earl Miller was
cessful to the extent o f about fifty chaperone.
Alpha Delta Alpha announces the
plunks. One o f the members when
interviewed stated that she was initition o f W alter L. Pope, Arthur
much pleased to be able to say th a t! Serumgard and Arthur C. Jacobsen.
Theta Sig had bamboozeled the stu
dent body, and that either Minnie
S O C IA L C A LE N D A R .
or Grace were sure to go to the
convention.
“ And it was
such [
Dec. 2— B A R R IS T E R ’S BALL,
sport,” she chortled on, “ to see
these tight-fisted gents dig down, UNION HALL.
Dec. 3— Alpha Phi Pledge dance,
but of course they had to buy
Parish House.
doughnuts, didn’t they?”
Plans are already being made to j Dec. .8— Student Recital, Audi
publish another issue o f “ Campus! torium.
Dec. 9— University Orchestra.
Rakings” on Aber day, as was done
D ec
10— University
Masquers’
last year, and which proved so suc
play,Liberty theatre.
cessful to the aspiring convention
Dec. 16— Hi-Jinx, Auditorium.
hounds. Two-bits will probably be
Dec. 17— Sigma Phi Epsilon dance,
the swindle tax, but a pink tea will
be held in the near future for the Parish House.
Jan. 6— Pharmacy Club dance,
members, at which time the feasibil
ity o f raising the ante five or ten [ Union hall.
Jan, 7— A rt League-Delta Phi
cents will be considered.
The Chief Raker stated that their Delta masque ball, Gym.
Jan. 14— Phi Delta Theta Pledge
excuse fo r living was the fact that
the honorable and worthy society dance, Parish House.
Jan.
20— Interfraternity
dance,
had shown its progressive spirit by
establishing an employment bureau, Union hall.
Copyright 1921 Hart Schaffner & Marx
Feb. 3— Sigma Phi Epsilon dance,
the purpose o f which is to convince
the newspapers o f this country that Elks’ dub.
Feb. 10— Phi Delta Theta dance,
a staff cannot be complete without
Parish House.
at least one Theta Sig.
Feb. 17— Foresters’ ball, Elite
hall.
Give Us a Trial and Be
Satisfied.

O R C H ESTR A
AT THE

BARRISTERS’ BALL

DOUGHNUT SISTERS
FILL _COFFERS
__

Give the College Man

Florence Barber Shop
A. F. H A M IL TO N , Prop.

Florence Laundry Co.

Something to W e a r !

S T U D E N T AGENTS
Telephone 48

The John R. Daily Co.
Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in
Fresh and Salt Meats, Fish,
Poultry and Oysters
Packers of

DaCo

(Pride Mark)

M E E T YOUR

F R IE N D S

KELLEY’S
CIGAR STORE

HAMS, BACON, LARD
Phones 117-118 111-113 W . Front

Phone 744
221 Higgins Ave.
Open 7 a. m. till 11:30 . m.

The Coffee Parlor

B IL L IA R D S AND POOL

Brief Cases

“ Where Missoula Lunches”

Soda Fountain in Connection

Where the
>Students M eet

For law students and others
having papers to carry, $8.00
up.
School bags, adjustable
strap, waterproof, $2.00 up.

MISSOULA, MONTANA
Mrs. T. J. Walterskirchen
Proprietor

The Office Supply Co.
imiiiiitmtiiitMtiRiitiiiiitiHiiimiMMlimfiminimittaiimiuiiiiuiiuiMuiimiHiiiiiuiiiX’ F
lmniiimiiiumminiiiiiniiiniiiiuinntnimMuiiniwmiimiiiimiiiiinmniiinniiiuuiiiniB

This Store is literally packed with all
Christmas gifts for men. And the values!
you find nicer things for the same price.
will be well pleased with any of these, and
to buy now while you can get the selections
Wool S o x ,..........................75c to $1.50
Silk Sox, .................. ....... 75c to $1.50
Fibre Silk Sox, .................. 50c to 75c
Lisle Sox, .......................... 25c to 35c.
Muffler
...................... $4.00 to $8.00
Silk Shirts, ............. . $6.00 to $10.00
Fibre Silk Shirts....... $3.50 to $6.00
Madras Shirts, ............ . $1.75 to $4.50
Bathrobes
...........$7.00 to $22.50

sorts of ideal
Nowhere can
Your friends
we advise you
you want.

Ties, ............. ................... 50c to $3.00
Cuff links,..........................50c to $2.00
Tie Pins, ................... ...... 50c to $2.00
Gloves, .......... ................... 75c to $8.00
Belts, ............ i...................95c to $3.00
Belt Buckles,.................... . 75c to $2.50
Sweaters, .........- .......... •............... $8.00
Box Handkerchief, ....... 50c and $1.00
Silk Garters, ........ :........................ 50c.
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The Kalinin

WHAT DO OTHERS
THINK OF LAWS?
Kindly

and Adverse Comment
Directed at Ambitious
Barristers.

Is

Suppose you stopped a dozen
friends on the campus some fine
day and asked
them, one by one,
why . so many students file down
into the library basement every
morning. Or suppose . you got per
sonal and asked them why Harry
Jackson or Jane Smith want to be
lawyers.
Some
would answer hon
estly and say:
“ They told us, they
are after big money.”
Too many people in our day still
believe that law is the shortest road
to an easy fortune and too many
students of law do very aptly prove
to you that they are preparing for
the most lucrative calling on the
face o f the earth.
The lad who
early develops ability for “ doing
people” or “ getting things” is some
times regarded by his friends as an
eligible candidate for our law school.
Two people, a father and a
mother, were sitting at the fire
side, discussing the question, “ What
shall we make o f ohr boy?” Well,
they talked a long time and reached
no conclusion. Finally they tried an
experiment: Then put the boy into
a room that contained a Bible, a
dollar, and an apple.
I f he were
found reading the Bible, he must
become a preacher; if he were found
handling the dollar, they would make
a merchant of him; if they saw him
playing with the apple, he would
make a good farmer.
When the
parents returned to the room they
found their boy reading the Bible,
holding the dollar in one hand, and
eating the apple out o f the other.
The mother shook her head and
said: “ He won’t make a success at
anything.”
But the father was
highly elated over the showing and
added, encouragingly: “ I see he is
after everything; we shall make a
lawyer of him.”

sets fo r us, is far too high to per ter o f never ending wonder how the
U. S. government can feel that they
mit it.
People say very little o f the ethics are accomplishing anything really
o f the legal profession.
The na worth while with the material that
tural presumption is that it has the department has to labor with. Of
none.
Lawyers are supposed to course there is one redeeming fea
sacrifice their personal and religious ture of the school, the fact that there
convictions to the interests o f their are two or three members of the fair
sex taking the course. W hat ever
client’s cause though they know it
enveigled them to do it is more than
to be intrinsically bad. It is hard
anyone has been able to figure out.
to look over the material in our law
Co-ed Attraction.
school and conceive o f these young
It cannot be that they care for
men and women going out into the
life in the lookout. Maybe they love
world without the sense o f right and
the “ great-out-of-doors.”
In any
wrong.
They are students with a
event it would seem that they might
fine sense o f personal humor; sure
have chosen a better way to get the
ly they will not practice the “ rough
“ close to nature thrill” than with an
stuff” against which our professors
axe and a bunch of loud-voiced as
so frequently warn us.
They will
sistants.
forget the fees when it comes to
The strangest part of all this for
pleading the cause o f the poor and
estry muddle is the fact that here
needy; they will cherish and protect
at Montana we -have one of the finest
their independence, and make it
forestry schools in the country. Na
known that their influence and skill
tural it is o f course that the finest
are not for sale for bad or un
should be at Montana, but what the
worthy purposes. They will not en
general public would like to know is
gage their services on a side in
how the measure of the best is de
which their personal, political, and termined in a trade like forestry. It
religious principles may not heartily would seem to those on the outside
be engaged. One o f the clauses of that one man could chop down a tree
th “ Canons o f Ethics” o f the Amer as well as another and that there can
ican Bar association reads:
be no discrimination in the fitness of
“But above all a lawyer will find one or the other when it comes to
his highest honor in a deserved parking on mother earth for the night.
reputation fo r fidelity to private All in all what’s it all about.
trust and to public duty, as an hon
est man and as a patriotic and loyal j Barristers’ ball.
citizen.”
Clause three o f the Oath o f Ad
Friday nite.
mission reads:
“ I will not counsel or maintain i
any suit or proceeding which shall
MABCEL
appear to me to be unjust, nor any
BEAUTY SHOP
defense except such as I believe to
Phone 788-R
be honestly debatable under the law !
115 So. Higgins Ave, Missoula
of the land.”
Marcel Wave, Harr Dressing,
Law students who will follow su ch,
Henna Pack, Manicuring,
ethics, when they become lawyers, j Facial Massage, Shampooing, and
can remove a world o f prejudice j
Special Scalp Treatment.
and false ideas about law and law
yers which exist in their respective j
communities. They will strengthen J
the influence o f the bar and help j
others to see us as we actually are. j

We Are Agents!

KNOW ANY OTHER;
GOOD JOKES? j

This father stands fo r the type of
mistaken people who make covetous
ness or greed the one necessary yrerequisite for the successful study of Husky Lungs and Legs Es
sential to Forestry Degree!
law.
The law student need not
necessarily have common sense, or
— Three Co-eds on Down- J
an average mind; he need not un
ward Path.
duly exert himself at school, for they
say, it’ s not what he puts into the j
case that counts, but what he later'
A flock o f small iron stakes painted .
as a lawyer can get out o f it. Thus
in barber-pole d oors, a spyglass,
the legal profession is unjustly put mounted on a tripod, a pair o f number i
on the single basis o f commercialism
16 shoe-packs and a voice so lo u d ;
and extortion . He who gets nothing that the roar o f Hell-gate seems but 1
more from the study of law than the
the quietest zepher, are the prime j
satisfaction that his courses are requisites a man must have to be a }
slowly but surely placing him nearer member o f that strange section of
to his financial goal, who fails to our institution known as the Forestry
find in the study of law opportunity School.
for mental culture, is missing the
T o the gentle onlooker it is a mat
best part of it, and its many bene- i
fits which it 'o ffe r s those who will!
receive them.
Then you meet another class ofj
people who believe that their neigh
bor’s boy ought to be a lawyer, b e -;
cause he has the gift o f speech. Can
that boy talk! He gave thp recita
tion when he graduated from th e!
grade school; he joined the debating1
team at hibh school; surely he ought1
,
to make a wonderful lawyer. As a '
rule, the lad they mean is o f the I
loqucious, verbose kind; he is con-|
stantly picking arguments with p e o -]
pie and quarreling over issues which i
his immature mind can neither
fathom nor understand.
He does
not possess the gift of eloquence;
he has jawbone; nothing more. L
Later in his practice, he may be
come known as a “ brilliant gentle
man” who can sway juries with his
sentimentality; he can appeal to the
galleries; he can talk for hours
about
everything— but
the
legal
point involved. But his less emo
tional, hard-thinking., classm ate,' on
the other side," who prepared his
cases while at school and ,who developd a sound analytical mind for
court practice, ’ it is "he who usually
gets the verdict.
Fortunately our I
law School d o e s. not boast pf stu
dents who are trying to make their
grades and work their way to the
bar through the law o f jawbone.
The standard which our law faculty

COMING
SOON

For
Conklen’s SelfFilling Fountain Pens
—all sizes and prices—
and Eversharp Pencils
—all kinds and prices.
Let
us
demonstrate
them to you.
MISSOULA DKUG CO.
Hammond Block

Christmas
Cards

Reasonable prices at

The Hat Shop
Orders given special attention.
115 H IG G IN S A V E N U E
Mrs. K. Mitchell, Pro*»-

L. N. Baker
0. W. Walford
Telephone 581
T H E E L E C T R IC SHOP
“ We H ustlo”
Electric Supplies, Wiring and
Contracting
I I I N. Higgins
Missoula, Mont.

'
Pianos, Victrolas, Sheet Music
and Teaching Material

Hoyt-Dickenson Piano Co.
208 Higgins Ave.

Eat
Clean Home Cooked Meals
—at—
THE HOME CAFE
Just south of
Penwell Hotel.

The Best by Test
Where Good Fellows Meet

Best Eats and Hours of Entertainment

FOR LITTLE BROTHER OR SISTER
Buy the best toys at the lowest prices
at the J. C. Penney Store in Missoula.
Pretty dolls, books, games, noisy
toys, drums, wagons, trains, balls,
animals, tops and everything. Buy
them for less at Penney’s.

S IS nFPARTMENT STORES

MISSOULA

123, 125, 127, 123 E. Main Street
The Largest Chain Department
Store Organization in the World

Hats, Cap s ,

How many friends did you
forget last Christmas? Don’ t
put o ff buying your Christmas
Cards,— buy them now. You
■will find the best assortment
in town at

S h ir t s ,

Neckwear,
H ose,

McKay Art Company
North End of Bridge

G lo v e s !

WILMA
All of the very latest
styles can be found at
thise store and at
prices far less than
elsewhere.

LUCY & SONS
Clothing’ and Furnishing’s
Men’s

Young Men’s •

B oys’

Football, Basketball, and
Gym Supplies
All kinds of Sporting Goods
310-316

Higgins
WATCH
FOB
DATES

COMING
SOON

Phone
807-808

“Service, Courtesy and Efficiency”

“ I f We
Have Not
What You
Want
W e Will
Get It
For You”

The Kaimin

8
beginning of the present school year
Howard M. Colvin, A. B., L L B.,
(Yale,) " a successful practicing at
torney and former lecturer in Law at
Stanford University decided to cast
his lot with us.
Good Volumes In Library.
At present the law library contains
over nine thousand volumes and far
surpasses the average library of
similar schools. These books repre
sent both gifts and purchases, and
among the former we mention the re
cent, very valuable, gift o f the pri
vate library of Hon. John J. McHatton, o f Butte.
Our graduates arc rapidly taking
their places among the practicing at
torneys of this and sister states.
Their progress and successes set an
enviable goal toward which we un
derclassmen daily strive to attain.
With the Opportunities which pre
available, and because o f th especial
fitness of the instructors which we
have, the State University School of
Laws bids fair to continue as one o f
the ,ea(Ung ^
schoolg o f the nortb-

Law Department
Barristers9 Ball
Discipline Too
To Be Held Friday
Severe in China
Installed in 1911
(Contanued from Page One.)

confromity to their ritual. Four of
the janitors on the campus have been
initiated Sigma Delta Chi because at
some time or other they happened
to be going into the journalism shed
when they were expecting some new
student.
Larry Higbee is the foreman of this
libel foundry. Some of his accom
plices are Ann Wilson, head o f the
doughnut sorority, Ronald Kain who
takes the part recently vacated
through the apprehension of R oy
Gardner and Bill Cogswell formerly
of the staff o f Jim Jam Jems. Gussie
Scherk is a charter member of
Sigma Delta Chi. He is one of the
pioneers of
the institution.
He
helped lay the com er stone for the
Main Hall when he was a sophomore.
He is an extremely dignified old
gentleman and a very strong factor
onthe campus. Professor Scheuch
says th a t'in the early days Gussie
used to be rather popular. I t was
easy in those days to hear the hu
man voice from one end of the cam
pus to the other.
Fill Jailis,. High Taxes.
(Sly gathering o f information was
cut short by a dismissal o f classes
and I made my way out during the
rush unnoticed. I hope that my re
port will serve to throw a little light
on the doings of these incarcreators
o f truth. As a lawyer I am thank
ful that such a group o f individuals
exist because I recognize in them a
wonderful clientage for the future.
A s a citizen I mourn because filled
jails always mean higher taxes. As
a student at Montana I rejoice that
there are people who are willing to
do this neceaaTy work and thereby
allow the rest of us to seek higher
levels o f educational pursuit.

(Continued from Page One.)
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leaped blindly at the offer.
The the history o f the university’s social
names o f a few embryo barristers life as the biggest event ever put ent that the time of the first instruct
ors was well taken care of.
only, were needed to bring about the
across.
depletion o f Montana’s law school.
Dixon Donation of Library.
The committee in charge of deco
“ It’s no cheaper than Montana,”
At first the law library was com 
interrupted George Brobeck (one otj rations is composed o f Robert T. posed of the private library o f Hon.
Unde Sam’s vocational patients), Merrill, Engene Harpole, George How W. W. Dixon, who came to Montana
perusing the circular.
ard, Jack Southwick and David Smith. Territory in 1866 and looated in H el
“ How come?” demanded the gang. Those who are acquainted with the ena, subsequently moving to Deer
Brobeck began counting:
marvellous imagination o f “ Silent” Dodge, and later to Butte, where he
“ Three times thirty—ninety. Ninety are satisfied that he will put over continued in active practice until
bucks, plus seven for board..
something unexpected, as is his usual 1901. At the time o f his death, which
“ Huh! Only leaves three iron men custom. There are those, however, occurred at Los Angeles, Cal., N o
fo r kiimonas, hop and umbrellas.”
who have expressed a fear that Silent | vember 13, 1910, Mr. Dixon was one
The angry mob insisted on an ex would make the Union hall loook like of the foremost lawyers of the north
planation, whereupon Brobeck called hell.
west and a recognized authority upon
their attention to a paragraph near
Clyde Hurphy, William Jameson mining law. His library was a large
the end o f the book:
and Lois James constitute the pro-1 one and was presented to the new
“ F or each unexcused absence a gram committee and have assured the , law school by Mrs. Dixon as the “ W .
fine of $1 is assessed and for each world that they have some hot stuff W. Dixon memorial library.”
Mrs.
tardiness, 50 cents.”
up their sleeves. Mr. Murphy is re-1 Dixon also gave the sum o f $2,000 to
“ Yes, and listen 'to this chatter,” ported as having made the statement be used in the purchase of additional
west.
he continued.
“ Smoking cigarettes, that the programs will have to be books for the school.
drinking alcoholic beverages or un- printed on an asbestos press, espe
Professor Ball an tine became the
Lawyers’ dance.
gentlemanly conduct will not be tol cially built for this event.
dean o f the law school in the fall of
erated. On Sunday students will— ”
Thomas Colton, a punch monger 1912 and secured the addition o f the
“ Good night, I ’m going to class!” o f no mean repute, has been import private library of Col. T om C. Mar
interrupted a fellow student before ed from the wilds, o f Ireland at an shall, whose death had occurred some
the reader had finished his sentence. immense cost to the management, and two months before the opening o f the
“ Me too,’ ’declared another, and has- been conducting a series o f ex fall term o f school. This new library
(Continued from Page One.)
down the steps he went, mumbling periments in h;> laboratories at Cork was very complete and up to date and
something about his dislikes for rice and has perfected a marvellous con was on the shelves by Christmas, would have liked to have gone into
and inability to shovel in sustenance coction. Whether or not this will be making a total o f 5,000 volumes.
the editorial room but was afraid to
with chop sticks.
contaminated by Platt and Popham, __ The number o f students at the law inquire of anyone as that would raise
dispensers, is a matter o f conjecture. school grew so rapidly that at the a suspicion and if my presence were
Friday nlte.
Elias Patrick Mortimer Keeley, the j beginning of the fall term 1913 it be detected my life would be as lasting
world-famous trap-drummer, has been came necessary to add another in as an icicle in Lucifer’ s boudouir. 1
unt in charge o f the music and has structor. Charles Melvin Neff, Ph. wandered into two classes and listen
contracted with Sheridan’ s orchestra B., LL. B. (Columbia) was chosen to ed to the discussions. One was upon
the most efficient methods of dynamit
for the affair. Pat says that unless assist the others already named.
ing peace conferences and legislative
they dish up something develish they
Whitlock
Dean
in
1914.
(Continued from Page One.)
assemblies and the other was upon
will be out o f luck for their money.
The next autumn, 1914, Professor the “ Private Life and Ideals of
Alva Rees will be the judicial rep
the United States army. Also fo r a resentative and has made arrange Whitlock became dean and the law frotek y
Membership in Russia,
short period in 1918-19 he substitut ments with His Satanic Majesty to school moved to its new quarters in)
(Continued from Page One.)
ed in the department o f economics care fo r all miscreants.
the Library building, where it was
One of the most predominant in
in the State University, and in the
A special committee composed of possible to conveniently arrange the j fia n c e s in this university underworld pleted as yet, making it impossible
spring quarter taught some courses Ray Nagle, Jack Southwick and Brice reading room and provide more ade-1 j8 ^ organization known as Si'gma
to name the exact number o f per
in the law school. In the fall of Toole reports favorable progress, but quate facilities for recitation and |Delta Chi It wa8 organized during
sons to be selected. It is figured,
1919 he accepted a regular appoint refuse to divulge their secret mis study. Attendance had increased so|or short]y after the Civil W ar, the
rapidly that three new instructors,
chapter being called Ku Klux however, that the squad will not be
ment as professor o f law.
sion.
more than eight.
were added: Leslie J. Ayer, B. S., J. j jQan. They practiced their ideals a]
Colvin New Prof.
The tentative schedule includes a
D. (C hicago); Stephen I. Lnngmuid,; m^le too openly and the law took!
In the fall o f 1921 Howard Milton
Union hall.
triangular meet with universities of
A. M., LL. B. (H arvard), and Charles j^8 natural course. This cabal was!
Colvin was appointed assistant pro
Everybody invited.
Utah and Idaho, Penn State college,
W. Deapbart, A. M., LL. B. (Har-J reorganized under the closed ritual
fessor of law. Professor Colvin is a
vard), nrrived with his B E A V E R J8y8tem and has improved marvelously, j Montana State college, Reed college,
graduate o f the University o f Wash
Redlands
college and Montana W es
H A T. A t this time the personnel o f
j8 the only college fraternity orington and o f the Yale law school.
leyan.
the
student
body
was
composed
o
f
ganiZed
in
United
States
which
has
H e has also done further graduate
Tryouts for the team were held
men between the ages o f twenty-five thc distinction o f international exwork at Stanford University, having
last week and more than 20 debaters
and
forty-five,
and
as
Mr.
Whitlock
j
pansion.
Sigma
Delta
Chi
has
eight
(Continued from Page One.)
almost completed the work fo r a
recently said, “ Real men, who thought! chapters in the Sinn Fein section contested. The selections were made
doctor’s degree. Mr. Colvin has had
for
themselves, who were eager, to o f i reiand and ten chapters tbrough- by members o f Tau Kappa Alpha.
at-law,
Billings,
Montana,
and
At-1
considerable experience in the prac-l
glean every crumb o f information out R U88ja. The eighteenth amend-{
torneys
L.
O.
Evans
and
Sidney
Santice o f law, at Alva, Tulsa and Okla
Ofice Phone 720
Class discussions. ment to the consitution o f the United j
homa City, Oklahoma. He has also ner, formerly judge o f the supreme and knowledge.
Residence Phone 1111-W
were lively, spirited affairs and the, g ^ te s did away with all the chapter
taught law as well as the social sci court o f Montana, Butte, Montana.
The series will begin with the lec professor’s knowledge o f the law was roam8 o f s jgma Delta Chi in North J
ences for a number o f years. For
two years he was supervisor of ture o f William Scallon, o f Helena,! constantly being evoked to settle America. Carranza, Ponzi, Lenine, I
and Fatty Arbuckle are among the
Heating and Plumbing
schools in the Philippine islands. In on December 9. This lecture will be friendly disputes.”
The year 1915-1916 was probably prominent members of the fraterBasement Hammond Block '
1914-15 he was instructor o f law at open to the bar o f Missoula and any
the best year during the history o f nity. Their pin is a miniture ex-|
Henry Kendall college, and the fol others who may be interested.
A project which is under considera the law school and it was at the end ploding bomb and their seal is the
lowing year was a member o f the
law faculty and acting head o f the tion is the establishment of a state of this school year that we lost P ro- |same as was used by the Old Taylor
department o f social sciences at the law review. One o f the features of fessors Ayer, Langmaid and Leap- Bottling works during the dark ages,
University o f Arizona. From 1916 such a review will be the discussion hart, each o f whom left Montana to shortly after Sigma Relta Chi was
to 1918 he was lecturer in law and o f current Montana decisions afford accept positions in other schools organized the wives of the members
chancellor o f the College o f El Paso. ing to thei stude** body an oppor which recognized their worth as edu while their husbands were out on a
pillaging expedition organized a (dub
During the war he was associate field tunity for scholarly research. Another f cators in their chosen field.
director of the army Red Cross (in will be treatments o f the Montana - The following fall showed almost J which has developed into what is
as
large
a
registration
and
W
alter
L.
now known as Theta Sigma Phi. It j
Latest style watch chains in
charge o f legal and economic work), law on certain points of interest giv- j
all the newest patterns, guar
serving in that capacity until April, ing an opportunity for the publica Pope, A. B., J. D. (Chicago), was was organized at first ^merely to
chosen
as
full-time
instructor.
Sevprovide
entertainment
while
the
tions o f extensive work upon these
1920.
anteed quality, at $2.50 each.
points. by members o f the staff. The eral classes were taught by practicing Sigma Delt’s were out stealing
Make an IngerSol seem like a
attorneys
of
Missoula,
among
them
j
horses
but
now
it
has
a
deeper
mean
Remember the dance.
magazine will naturally be open to
Howard.
ing.
Each year this society con
contributions from members o f the being Fred R. Angevine.
War
Record
Astounding.
ducts
a
“
Sinker
Drive.”
In
law
this
bench and bar o f the state.
During the World W ar this school movement would be called “ polite
Increased Enrollment.
enjoyed most unique record. Every |larceny” — they only make nine hun-1
The school opened this year with
single student entered some branch dred per cent profit. The proceeds
a healthy increase in enrollment. The!
307 North Higgins
of the service and half o f the of this burglary go to a national
large numbers o f second and first year
faculty answered the call as well. jack-pot which is used to pay the
E V E R Y T H IN G YOU
men indicate that we shall continue
The Store On The Corner
A t Xmas, 1918, the school re-opened bails and libel suits of the sisters.
W ANT FOR YOUR
to have a healthy increase. The inwith Dean Leaphart in Charge, he They hold their conventions outside
LUNCH
coming student body shows an in
having been prevailed upon to return the three mile limit to accommodate
creased percentage o f regular as con
to us. Dean Leaphart was assisted the thirsty and the expatriated mem
Bread, pies, cakes, rolls anitrasted with special students. The
by Professors Whitlock, Pope, Ange bers of the organization. Last year
THE
French pastry.
Nothing but
spirit o f the students is especially
it was held in Cuba. Emma Gold
vine and Simes.
the best in everything.
fine and the pride taken in the fact
The opening of pc bool (for the man and Kate O’Hare were political
that they are here for real work
autumn quarter, 1919, found nearly opponents in the election o f the
Phone 686-1
augurs well for the future of the law
all of our former students o f pre Grand Defamation Distributor. Em
school. All signs point out that it
war days bock to take up their ma Goldman was elected. Their
will not fall behind the other divisions studies, and our feshman class was fraternity flower is poison ivy and
Is Now Playing Every
o f the University of Montana in mak
even larger than usual. The past their coat o f arms is a black hand.'
ing that greater university which the two years has marked a
DEE STAMPING
Tuesday Night in
steady The writer o f the song called “Throw j
of Monograms, Crests, people .of Montana have expressed a growth in the number o f studnet’Sj Out the W ife Line" is a Theta Sigma
desire
for
and
rendered
possible
by
registering for law until at the pre- j Phi.
,
etc., on stationery and
passing measures 18 and 19.
sent time both library and classJanitors Not Barred,
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rooms are crowded to capacity. DurIn discussing these two cofederacies
ing this time there has been but three, I have taken in every member of
changes in the faculty. Lewis M. j the pournalism department. All the
Simes, Ph. B., LL B., (Chicago), a! men are Sigma Delt’ s and all the
practicing attorney o f Missoula, re- women are Theta Sigmas.
Every
turned after the war and accepted ( person who registers in a course in
a position as full time professor of journalism and sets his or her foot
law; Arthur Fisher, A. B., LL B.J in the building is taken in on the
(Harvard,) was professor o f law dur- »Pot. This methor o f highway rush
ing the year 1920-1921; and at the ing sometimes brings results not in
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